E XPAND ED LOSS PREVEN T ION C APAB I LI T I E S

Full Line Security Cases
With nearly 70% of
retailers reporting an
increase in Organized
Retail Crime in 2021,
you need a loss
prevention partner
you can depend on
now more than ever.
Retailers have had to deal with
shoplifting since the advent of
retail. But the rise of organized
retail crime over the last couple
of years has exacerbated the
problem, and retailers not only
need a loss prevention partner
they can rely on, but also one
that offers the options to fit
specific store and product needs.
VIRA Insight your loss
prevention partner.

To help retailers meet this unprecedented challenge, we have expanded
the resources dedicated to our loss prevention solution. This includes:

Increased Production Lines
Opened manufacturing lines, both
domestically and overseas, to meet demand

Project Teams Expanded
Comprehensive on site inspections to
ensure the highest quality of products

More Distribution Points
Increased distribution capabilities with east and
west coast facilities to handle more volume

+ 100,000

As a result of these efforts, we
manufactured more than 100,000
security cases in 2021 – 2022

VIRA Insight has distributed loss prevention solutions to some of the largest
global retailers, including Walmart, Target, CVS, Walgreens and more.

Because retail crime affects retailers of all sizes, you need a provider with the
solutions to fit your specific needs and the resources to deliver those solutions
today. Now is the time - let us put our solutions to work for you.

VIRA Insight is an industry leader in the design, development, and
fabrication of any built environment. We are committed to providing the
finest custom design, engineering, and manufacturing. Our attention
to detail and passion for innovation is how we deliver on our promises
around the globe.
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e lossprevention@virainsight.com

w virainsight.com

a Lewisville, TX 75067
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EXPA ND ED LOS S P R E V E NT I ON

Full Line Security Cases

Your bottom line is our top priority. At VIRA Insight, we know that retail
theft is an expensive problem. That’s why we offer customizable solutions
to help you prepare for the unexpected, protect against theft, and prevent
Organized Retail Crime (ORC).

System Attributes

Great for categories where sweeping of product in mass
is common, including health and beauty and consumer
electronics, and other high dollar items.

1 ADAPTABLE

Great for categories where sweeping of
product in mass is common, including
health and beauty and consumer
electronics, and other high dollar items.

2 FLEXIBLE

Cases can be installed independently
(single gondola section) or in tandem
on perimeter wall or in-line gondola
configurations.

3 MODULAR

System has been designed as a starter/
add-on that shares common components,
which in turn, helps reduce the number
of parts and overall cost of the system.

4 TRANSPARENT

Frameless system yields unobstructed
view inside the case.

5 ADJUSTABLE

System includes adjustable side panels
that will help accommodate varying
gondola deck depths, and self leveling
system to ensure perfect alignment on
gondola.

6 RESILIENT

Glass offerings include high impact
laminated glass options to safeguard
high cost goods. Shell produced in a
durable powder coated heavy duty
steel.

7 INCLUSIVE

Accommodates existing shelving and
accessories to merchandise interior.

8 CUSTOMIZABLE

Engineered to install around preexisting electric conduit with ability
to add secondary security sirens and
lighting.

9 CONVENIENT

Assembly is quick and easy with use of
standard tools.

10 SECURE

Cases accommodate all types of
locking core systems.

11 PORTABLE

Quick and easy to relocate cases
during resets.

VIRA Insight is an industry leader in the design, development, and
fabrication of any built environment. We are committed to providing the
finest custom design, engineering, and manufacturing. Our attention
to detail and passion for innovation is how we deliver on our promises
around the globe.
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